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MULTI-USER SATELLITE TRACKING NETWORK SCHEDULING

Carl Glim
Universal Space Network, Inc.

ABSTRACT

The recent proliferation of Low Earth Orbiting (LEO) science, earth resources, and global
communication satellites requires a significant number of ground stations for support. A
network of satellite tracking ground stations with the ability to support multiple users and
communicate with multiple satellites requires a robust scheduling and conflict resolution
system. This paper describes an automated scheduling implementation for managing such
a commercial, multi-user, multiple satellite, ground station network.
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INTRODUCTION

The number of active satellites in orbit around the Earth is expected to increase
significantly over the next few years. How will the thousands of satellites be managed?

Efficient management requires sophisticated tools able to handle not only the daily
functionality required of normal operations, but robustness in the face of difficult-to-
predict anomalies introduced when dealing with complex systems in the real world.

Universal Space Network (USN) is assembling a global network of ground
communication stations to facilitate satellite communications and manage the upcoming
surge in orbiting satellites. Space Network links a substantial number of distributed
communication resources to provide Earth-to-satellite links for customers anywhere
around the globe.

SPACE NETWORK

The Universal Space Network architecture is shown below in Figure 1. The system is
composed of a set of Remote Ground Stations (RGSs) located at strategic sites on the
Earth's surface. All of the RGSs are connected via standard wide area network



connections to a supervisory controller termed the Network Management Center (NMC).
Customers use a common Netscape or Internet Explorer browser running on a personal
computer (PC) to connect into Space Network to easily communicate with their satellites
from anywhere.
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Figure 1- Space Network Architecture

The Remote Ground Stations receive supervisory commands from the Network
Management Center that direct communications with satellites and perform general RGS
housekeeping tasks. Equipment at an RGS is configured by the RGS local control
computer prior to a satellite pass to support the required satellite communications.

Each of the ground stations has equipment to support communications with different
kinds of satellites. To support a specific satellite pass, the RF (radio frequency) receivers,
bit synchronizers, telemetry data processors, signal generators, RF antenna, and other
equipment is configured in advance of the satellite pass to provide the communications
required by the user.

Space Network is designed to communicate with large numbers of satellites in Low Earth
Orbit (LEO). Satellites in LEO typically orbit the Earth about once every 100 minutes.
Most of the LEO satellites are in polar orbits to enable them to have regular visibility to the
entire Earth's surface.

By virtue of a polar LEO satellite passing over the poles of the Earth on every orbit,
communications access to such a satellite is provided about 14 times per day from a



ground station located near one of the poles. Ground station locations at lower latitudes
(further from the poles) have less frequent access to polar LEO satellites. Equitorial
stations typically see a polar LEO satellite pass only 4 times per day, each pass with the
ground station typically lasting about 10 minutes.

A key feature of the Space Network system is that users schedule their satellite
communications with the Space Network ground stations from anywhere in the world
through an Internet type network link into the NMC. All Space Network operations are
performed in response to these user-scheduled satellite passes (see Figure 2). Automation
built into the Space Network system eliminates and manual effort to support normal
customer communications with satellites. All that is required at the user's site is a standard
computer with a browser.
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Figure 2- Users Directly Control the Scheduling of Satellite Passes

Figure 3 shows the major software components of the NMC. The diagram shows which
software is licensed and which has been custom-developed.

At the heart of the NMC is a resource scheduler (top center of diagram) that provides
each user with a view of their own satellite passes and the ability to select from the
available pass times. Users interact with the system directly using a web browser user
interface (top left). The interface employs downloaded Java applets running on the user's
computer to process display graphics, handle user interactions, and transfer information
to and from the NMC.

The Station Manager (lower left in diagram) is the collection of custom 'glue' code that
autonomously manages the NMC. General NMC housekeeping functions such as
providing accurate Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) to all NMC processes and logging
of messages are not detailed in the diagram.



The box labelled 'Other User Interfaces & User Data Processing' (middle left of diagram)
handles user connections for real-time coupling of the user into Space Network during the
user's passes. This supports direct connectivity between and user and satellite for real-
time telecommanding and access to satellite data. However, the user is not required to
connect to the system during passes, since Space Network can send telecommands and
collect downloaded data autonomously through predefined pass interactions.

Figure 3- NMC Software Components

Figure 4 shows the system's web page interface for viewing and scheduling passes. The
interface displays the user's satellite pass times over selected ground stations, as well as
the availability of the ground station equipment to support displayed passes.

All user satellite passes over an RGS are displayed to the user. However, passes for
which communication resources are not available are clearly flagged to the user as
unavailable, minimizing resource scheduling conflicts.



From this displayed information, the user selects the pass they wish to reserve for their
satellite communications and this information is provided to the automated scheduler. The
scheduler determines what resources are required and reserves those resources for the
time periods needed to support the user-selected pass.

Figure 4- Scheduling User Interface

Satellite tracking information is computed from the satellite orbit (ephemerous) data, and
this information is provided to the RGS along with the RGS equipment configurations.
The RGS at this point has all the information it needs to carry out the user requested
satellite communication pass. No one other than the user is directly involved in the pass
scheduling, resource allocation, and pass communication process.

A central database (see right-center of Figure 3) stores all Space Network configuration
information, including user-scheduled passes. Information about satellite communication
configurations and installed RGS equipment is also stored in the database. Once a user's
satellite communication specifications have been captured in the database, the scheduler
has the ability to determine which RGSs have the equipment available to support a user's



satellite pass. A user's satellite communication specifications are typically entered into the
database and verified well in advance of satellite launch.

The scheduler handles generic type schedule objects such as tasks, resources, timing
specifications, and interdependencies. For each different user, a 'pass template' of tasks
and resources needed to communicate with the user's satellite is stored in the database.
Figure 5 shows an example of a pass template for a particular satellite user. When the user
selects a pass, each of the resource objects specified in the user's pass template is
mapped to an available Space Network resource such as a bit sync or RF transmitter and
each task in the template is assigned an actual UTC time.

Schedule Time Task Resource Pass Files

<PassStart - 10:00> Allocate Antenna Equipment is allocated to a specific pass
Allocate Receiver ten minutes prior to when the satellite
Allocate BitSync becomes visible to the ground station.
Allocate TelemProcessor

<PassStart - 5:00> Configure Antenna <SatTrackFile> The allocated equipment is then provided
Configure BitSync with the appropriate database-stored
Configure Receiver parameters specific to the customer's
Configure TelemProcessor satellite communications. A pass specific

file is provided to the Antenna controller.

<PassStart - 2:00> Start Antenna The Antenna and TelemProcessor require
Start TelemProcessor Start commands after loading their

configurations.

Comment Pass starts at <PassStart> Comment text is used to annotate the
Comment Pass ends at <PassEnd> exact start and end times of the satellite

pass in the file.

<PassEnd + 2:00> Release Antenna The equipment is released two minutes
Release Receiver after the satellite passes out of sight.
Release BitSync
Release TelemProcessor

NOTE- Bolded information is author's comments and not part of the file format.

Figure 5- User Satellite Pass Communications Template

RGS equipment resources are typically scheduled for configuration in advance of the pass
start time, with release of the same equipment scheduled after the end of the pass. The set-
up and release timing offsets from the start and end times are specified in the pass
template and are assigned actual UTC times once an actual pass's start and end times are
known.



Space Network's resource scheduling engine incorporates sophisticated optimizing
algorithms for solving complex scheduling problems. The more highly constrained a
request, generally the easier it is to resolve due to the need to search a smaller solution
space. By allowing the user to select only passes that can be supported by resources, the
scheduler is presented with highly constrained requests that are easy for the scheduler to
solve. However, as additional fault detection and schedule prioritization capability is
added to Space Network, the scheduler is expected to play a more significant and
sophisticated role in quickly reworking schedules when components fail and in extracting
more efficiency out of the system's resources under heavy loads. Having a capable,
configurable, object oriented scheduler integrated into the architecture facilitates evolving
Space Network into an even more capable system.

CURRENT SPACE NETWORK STATUS

Space Network's first user-requested pass in a system prototype configuration was
conducted in August of 1997, using a standard desktop PC browser and an NMC located
in Newport Beach, California. The Internet was used to couple the NMC to an RGS in
Horsham, Pennsylvania. The satellite pass was performed on schedule, and the RGS
received a strong satellite signal throughout the pass.

Since that time, additional RGSs have been added in Alaska and Hawaii, new sites are in
developed, and many new features have been added to the system, including the
processing of telecommands to satellites and a distributed object-oriented database.

CONCLUSION

A distributed ground system that supports communications between a number of different
users and a large number of LEO satellites can be managed to a high degree by using
automated resource scheduling. Each customer is provided a customer-specific view of
the available passes for their own satellite, enabling simple and direct customer control of
the satellite communication resources.
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